Main Cookies On Ashridge
Sites
Cookie Name

Description 2

#S

Used to provide a Unique Value to your session
(DateTime+RandomString). This allows us to follow a
session progress through our website.
Allows us to produce statistics on the Operating
Systems used by our visitors to provide information to
improve the usability of our site.
Allows us to produce statistics on the Screen
Resolution used by our visitors to provide information
to improve the usability of our site.
Used to detect the Regional Settings of visitors to our
site. This is used to understand where our visitors
come from. This also helps us to ensure that the
visitor views the correct information for their region.
Used to store the referring page for a visitors session.
This allows us to understand where our visitors are
referred from and therefore ensuring that Ashridge is
advertised in the correct places.
Used to provide the URL of the visitors current page to
be passed to Ashridge to provide statistics on a
visitor’s session.
Used to provide the path of the visitors current page
to be passed to Ashridge to provide statistics on a
visitors session.
Used to provide Ashridge with statistics advising the
Flash Player version installed by our visitors. This
allows Ashridge to optimise our site for customers.
Used by our Psychometrics site. This cookie is used to
maintain the users’ session ensuring that login is not
required on every page.
Used by our www.businessperspectives.org.uk site.
This cookie is used to maintain the user’s session
ensuring that login is not required on every page.

#OS
#SR

#L

#R

#C
#EDB

#FP
DomAuthSessId
sessionid
pid
VLRC Cookies
#S
#OS
#SR
#L

#R

Used to provide a Unique Value to your session
(DateTime+RandomString). This allows us to follow a
session progress through our website.
Allows us to produce statistics on the Operating
Systems used by our visitors to provide information to
improve the usability of our site.
Allows us to produce statistics on the Screen
Resolution used by our visitors to provide information
to improve the usability of our site.
Used to detect the Regional Settings of visitors to our
site. This is used to understand where our visitors
come from. This also helps us to ensure that the
visitor views the correct information for their region.
Used to store the referring page for a visitors session.
This allows us to understand where our visitors are
referred from and therefore ensuring that Ashridge is

advertised in the correct places.
#C
#EDB
#FP
#OU

Lptatoken
srcnsfdb
srclgid
istextonly
Poll Cookies

Virtual Ashridge Cookies
cookieTest

ashcookie1

WSS_KeepSessionAuthenticated

Ribbon.EditingTools.CPEditTab

Used to provide the URL of the visitors current page to
be passed to Ashridge to provide statistics on a
visitor’s session.
Used to provide the path of the visitors current page
to be passed to Ashridge to provide statistics on a
visitors session.
Used to provide Ashridge with statistics advising the
Flash Player version installed by our visitors. This
allows Ashridge to optimise our site for customers.
Used to provide statistics about a user’s Company to
ensure that usage statistics can be provided to that
company.
Session authentication cookie. This cookie is used to
maintain the users’ session ensuring that login is not
required on every page.
This cookie is used to store the styling information for
a visitor. It is used to ensure that the style that a
visitor sees remains consistent throughout their visit.
Used to maintain colour coding for content types
between sites.
The VLRC has a text only feature. This cookie is used
to store the visitors’ preference to ensure that the text
only version is used.
Ashridge have a number of polls. These cookies are
used to ensure that the visitor cannot vote more than
once per session.

This is a placeholder cookie put on the machine before
a user logs in to check that cookies are accepted. This
is then replaced by ashcookie1 once the browser will
accept cookies. This cookie is placed onto the
machine by Microsoft technology and is necessary for
the running of the site.
This is the authentication cookie provided by Microsoft
Threat Management Gateway it replaces the test
cookie with the users’ session information. This
cookie is placed onto the machine by Microsoft
technology and is necessary for the running of the
site.
This is a Microsoft cookie specifically for
authentication. It is required to ensure that the user
does not need to log into every page. This cookie is
placed onto the machine by Microsoft technology and
is necessary for the running of the site.
This cookie is used when adding to "my learning
journal". This cookie is placed onto the machine by
Microsoft technology and is necessary for the running
of the site.

